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Introduction
All Hairy Girls caters to those of us who love to see bushy pussies being totally pleasured and enjoyed.
Showcasing all-natural beauties whose slutty hairy muffs eagerly get stuffed full of hot hard cock, by
bringing you lusciously furry dripping wet quims; their natural hair slick with pussy juice making you
notice the uniquely aromatic scent that any true hirsute lover will eagerly dive into!

Adult Review
Hairy pussy was the standard way back in the day when porn movies were just breaking out into the mainstream market. 
Porn has come a long way since those 'good ol days', but sadly many pornstars nowadays choose to remove their natural
pussy coat and often sport fully shaved twat lips instead.  For those of you who don't like nude pussy but are passionate for
the alluring scent of musk and the natural appearance of bush on women, All Hairy Girls is gonna get you pumping hard.
  
  The All Hairy Girls members area is easy to navigate to find that bushy content you're seeking, and also provides you with
the cool feature - My Favorites.  This let's you bookmark your favorite movies and pictures within the members area for easy
retrieval.  No more repeat searching through content to find that oh so perfect hairy babe that you came so hard to last time; at
All Hairy Girls you're in total control.  Search by model name, and access thousands of additional hot videos and picture
galleries in a variety of other categories giving you even more bang for your buck, and that doesn't even TOUCH the 90-plus
bonus porn sites you also get with your membership.
  
  You'll find 26 exclusive fur-box scenes at All Hairy Girls, and you will also get some great quality hairy DVD's along with
many other videos and pictures targeted to your tastes. The Xvid versions are a crisp 576 X 432 at 2mbps. If you're looking
for faster downloads there's a WMV waiting for you as well. There's also a flash streaming video options if you want to
watch hairy women having sex without using any of your own hard drive space. 
  
  The bonus content certainly makes up for a a small exclusive section by delivering thousands of hours of additional DVD
porn and more than 100 included porn sites. With the convenience of the favorites section, you can create your own personal
All Hairy Girls members area filled with the kind of action that'll make your cock pulse for more!

Porn Summary
For hairy porn lovers everywhere, All Hairy Girls will give you a sexy sampling of hot hairy babes making cock super hard
and turning bushy pussy into a dripping wet smutfest.  Combined with all the site extras you're totally gonna find something
that'll make you jerk off and cum hard.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Small Hairy Girl Site On A Huge Porn Network'
Quality: 82  Updates: 83 Exclusive: 80 Interface: 84
Support: 90 Unique: 83    Taste: 84        Final: 83
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